
The Adjective 
 
 
Vocabulary 
 
d'x,a one  d{a.m very, exceedingly 
lAd'G great, large  j;[.m few, little 
l:D poor  vAd'q holy 
!Eq'z old  v,d{q (noun) holy thing 
v'd'x new  !{j'q small 
q'z'x strong  bAr'q near 
~'k'x wise  h,v'q difficult, hard 
bAj good  b:r many, much, great 
h,p'y beautiful  qAx'r far, distant 
r'v'y straight, right, just  [:r evil 
 
 
 
 
 
The Adjective 
 
Hebrew adjectives, like English adjectives, serve to describe or limit a noun. For example, bAj  b'a  “a 
good father,” further describes father. Compared to other languages, Hebrew has relatively few 
adjectives.  
 
Number and Gender 
The adjective will match the noun it is modifying in both number and gender. The masculine singular is 
the dictionary form also referred to as the lexical form. The other forms adhere to the following rules 
and do not change even if the noun being modified is irregular: 
 

 Singular Plural 

Masculine Dictionary form ~yi 

Feminine h' tA 

 
 
 

Adding the adjective  bAj  number and gender 
bAj  b'a   msg A good father 

 ~yibAj  tAb'a  mpl Good fathers 
 h'bAj  h'VIa    fsg A good woman 

  tAbAj  ~yiv'n fpl Good women 

 
 
Usage of the adjective 
The adjective can be used attributively, predicatively, or substantively.  



1. Attributive usage. The attributive usage is the usage closest to English adjective, namely, the 
adjective modifies the noun, further describing it.  
a. Normally, the adjective is placed after the noun it modifies, but when emphasis is placed 

upon to adjective, it will be placed before the noun.  
b. The attributive adjective must agree in gender, number and definiteness with the noun it 

modifies. To agree in definiteness is to agree with the noun’s definiteness. If the noun is 
definite, the adjective will also be definite.  
 

bAj  vyia   A good man 
bAJ:h  vyia'h   The good man 

 
2. Predicative usage. The adjective can be used to construct a simple noun sentence where the 

noun functions as the subject and the adjective as the predicate. In this case the “to be” verb 
must be supplied in the English. In the predicative usage, the adjective usually stands before the 
noun, but occasionally it can be found after the noun. 
a. The predicate adjective must agree with its subject noun in gender and number, but it will 

never take the definite article, even if the noun is definite.  
 

vyia'h bAj   The man [is] good. 
vd'q ~Aq'M:h The place [is] holy. 
dOa>m #,r'a'h h'bAm The land [is] exceedingly good. 

 
3. Substantive usage. The adjective is used as an independent noun when no noun is present. 

When an adjective is used substantively, supply the gender noun “man, woman, or one.”   
 

bAj A good man 
h'bAj A good woman 

 
  
Adjectival Inflection 
Certain changes take place to the vocalization and structure of adjectives when gender and number 
endings are added. These changes can be broken down to whether the singular form is monosyllabic or 
bisyllabic. 

1. Rules for adding gender and number endings to adjectives that are monosyllabic. 
a. Monosyllabic adjectives with the unchangeable long vowels yi, yE , A, or W  require no change.  

 

 ms mp fs fp1 

good bAj ~yibAj h'bAj tAbAj 

empty qyEr ~yiqyEr h'qyEr tAqyEr 

 
b. Monosyllabic adjectives ending in non-gutturals and have short vowels retain their short 

vowels.  
 

 ms mp fs fp 

living y:x ~yiY:x h'Y:x tAY:x 

                                                           
1
 This table adapted from Kelly.  



strong z:[ ~yiZ:[ h'Z:[ tAZ:[ 

many b:r ~yiB:r h'B:r tAB:r 

 
c. Monosyllabic adjectives ending in gutturals and have short vowels have their short vowels 

lengthened to long vowels.  
 

 ms mp fs fp 

bitter r:m ~yir'm h'r'm tAr'm 

evil [:r ~yi['r h'['r tA['r 

 
2. When adding gender and number endings to singular adjectives that are bisyllabic. 

a. The initial qamets of a bisyllabic singular adjective two syllables before the tone syllable is 
reduced to a vocal sheva. This occurs in one of two ways. 
(i) If the initial consonant of the bisyllabic adjective is a non-guttural, the qamets is 

reduced to a simple sheva ( > ). 
 

 ms mp fs fp 

great lAd'G ~yilAd.G h'lAd.G tAlAd>G 

old !Eq'z ~yinEq>z h'nEq.z tAnEq>z 

right r'v'y ~yir'v.y h'r'v.y tAr'v.y 

   
(ii) If the initial consonant of the bisyllabic adjective is a guttural, then the qamets is 

reduced to the compound sheva Hateph-Pathach ( ] ). 
 

 ms mp fs fp 

new v'd'x ~yiv'd]x h'v'd]x tAv'd]x 

strong q'z'x ~yiq'z]x h'q'z]x tAq'z]x 

wise ~'k'x ~yim'k]x h'm'k]x tAm'k]x 

 
b. The bisyllabic adjective !Oj'q, “small,” is irregular, the holem is replaced by patach and a 

dagesh-forte is added to the nun. 
 

 ms mp fs fp 

small !Oj'q ~yiN:j.q   h'N:j.q tAN:j.q 

 
c. Bisyllabic adjectives ending in h,  will be dropped. 

 

 ms mp fs fp 

beautiful h,p'y ~yip'y h'p'y tAp'y 

difficult h<v'q ~yiv'q h'v'q tAv'q 

 
 
 
Practice 

I. Identify the following as translate (identify as adj.m.sg, and n.m.sg. for nouns)  
1. h'p'y h'Via    
2. h'lAd.G:h ryi['h   



3. h'v'd]x tyir.B   (Jer. 31:31)   
II. Identify and translate the following predicate adjectives. 

1. r'b'D:h  bAj  (1 Kings 2:38) 
2. d{a.m !Eq'z %,l,M:h.w    (1 Kings 1:15) 
3. h'wh.y r'v'y.w‐bAj      (Psalm 25:8) 
4. ~AY:h bAr'q  (Ezek. 7:7) 
5. ~AY:h vAd'q     
6. h'wh.y lAd'G lEa    (Ps. 95:3)    
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